


Smart security system
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Formore than 20 years, Dominus systems secure
facilities with highest security requirements.
These systems can be found in state institutions, banks
and prisons in both Czech Republic and Slovakia.

Dominus3 integrates longstanding security experience
and transforms it into its key features -modern design,
ergonomics and ease of installation.

Dominus3 offersmaximum security for all system sizes.
Whether it is one room or the whole building complex.

Dominus3



Complex security solution
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Recognition of unauthorized access to specific areas.
Timely signaling eliminates potential damage.

Securing limited access to specific areas based on defined
permissions. Dominus3 enables an authorized user
to open doors, pass through a barrier or a turnstile.

Connection of major security platforms with inteligent
building management systems and integration software.

Intruder detection

Access control

System integration



Design is important

Control panel is usually located near the entrance
and is therefore in the spotlight of all visitors. We realize
the importance of design inmodern, technologically
sophisticated buildings. That is why we designed panel
that is not only functional, but also offers timeless look,
in black and white.
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Design

DID YOU KNOW, that Dominus3 Control panel
is equipped with selective backlighting
of buttons?

This makes system control completely intuitive.



Size without compromise

Dominus3 is, in its essence, amodular solution.
It does not matter, whether you aim to secure
a residential object, bank or an international airport.
Size does not matter. Dominus3 grows with your
requirements.
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Size

DID YOU KNOW, that Dominus3
can handle 10,000detectors,
2,000 doors and more than 50,000 users?

All this at the drop of a hat.



Security at the highest level

Dominus3 comes up with encrypted
bus communication, thus shifting security limits
to the next level. This high-tech solution is not only
for military facilites, prisons or banks. Its flexibility
makes it suitable for securing any commercial object.
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Security

DID YOU KNOW, that system Dominus3
is certified with highest intruder detection
and access control standards?



Simplicity of installation
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Simplicity

DID YOU KNOW, that Dominus3 uses patented DIN
rail with integrated bus (H-BUS)?

The aim is to eliminate installation mistakes and
simplify the overall process.

Dominus3 can handle thousands of address modules
at once. One would expect that with this size comes
complexity. However, that is not true.

Intuitive connection, automaticmodule recognition,
predefined module settings and remote control will
definitely save your time.



Maximum security for everyone
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Sectors

Residential

Manufacturing

Corporate

Transportation

Public

Leisure



Smart security system

www.dominus.cz


